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Abstract
Aims—To describe the clinical picture and
electrophysiological findings in Müller
cell sheen dystrophy, a recently reported
retinal dystrophy.
Method—A basic ophthalmological evaluation as well as recording of standard
electro-oculography and electroretinography were performed in one patient at
the onset of visual loss and after 1 year of
follow up.
Results—A 61 year old woman presented
with visual loss in the right eye. Multiple
folds at the level of the internal limiting
membrane were seen at the posterior pole
in both eyes. Macular oedema was present
in the right eye. The visual acuity of the
right eye was 6/30 and of the left 6/9. A
paracentral scotoma was found in the
right eye. Electro-oculographic examination of both eyes gave normal results.
Electroretinography (ERG) revealed reduced b-wave and flicker amplitudes in
the right eye; these potentials were normal
for the left eye. The ON response in the
right eye was reduced and delayed; it was
normal in the left eye. A further loss of
visual function was noted 1 year later in
the right eye, but the ophthalmoscopic
findings were unchanged. The ERG of the
right eye had a negative waveform when
dark adapted. Light adapted responses
showed an unusual delayed b-wave, broad
and delayed ON and OFF responses and a
missing flicker response, suggesting a
Müller cell dysfunction. Light adapted
responses were slightly reduced in the left
eye.
Conclusions—Electrophysiological data
indicate Müller cell dysfunction as a background of functional loss in Müller cell
sheen dystrophy. This is in agreement
with previously reported histological findings in this disorder.
(Br J Ophthalmol 1998;82:650–654)

A hereditary retinal disorder with alterations of
the internal limiting membrane has been characterised recently by Gass and coworkers.1 2
The term “familial internal limiting membranopathy” was initially suggested,1 but was
subsequently renamed “dominantly inherited
Müller cell sheen dystrophy”.2 There is both
histological1 2 and, as demonstrated in this
study, electroretinographic evidence for a
Müller cell defect in this disorder. We therefore
chose to adopt the term “Müller cell sheen
dystrophy” in this paper.

Gass and coworkers described a pedigree
with four aVected patients which suggests an
autosomal dominant inheritance pattern.1 2
The ophthalmoscopic features were characterised by multiple folds at the level of the internal limiting membrane at the posterior pole.
The folds were smaller outside the temporal
vascular arcades and the periphery appeared
normal. Macular oedema was present in two
patients who developed visual loss after 50
years of age. This clinical appearance is
unique and has not been described in any
other retinal disorder. The histological
examination of two eyes revealed a diVuse
thickening and an undulation of the internal
limiting membrane.1 2 Another pedigree with
similar clinical findings was reported as “autosomal dominant late onset cellophane-like
sheen vitreomacular dystrophy” by Dalma et
al.3 Ten patients were aVected in their
pedigree.
Electrophysiological examinations were
performed1 3; however, detailed information
with regard to recording techniques or normative data was not given. Electro-oculography
(EOG) was described as subnormal in one eye
and normal in other patients.1 3 In the electroretinogram (ERG) b-wave amplitudes were
reduced.1
We examined one female patient during the
acute stage of visual deterioration and at 1 year
follow up. The characteristic ophthalmoscopic
findings suggested the diagnosis of Müller cell
sheen dystrophy. In this study the results of
clinical and electrophysiological evaluation of
this disorder are presented.
Patient and methods
The female patient was first examined at 61
years of age. She had noted acute loss of visual
acuity in the right eye 4 weeks previously. The
patient had had normal vision before this; further, her general medical history was unremarkable. A basic ophthalmological evaluation, as well as recording of standard EOG and
ERG, was performed. The family history
could only be partially obtained. The patient’s
father had no vision problems up to his death
at 80 years of age. The patient did not know
her mother and she had no brothers or sisters.
Her daughter had no visual problems up to the
age of 38 years. Our patient had lost contact
with her daughter for several years and therefore the daughter was not available for
examination.
EOG and ERG were performed as described in detail previously.4 The recording
techniques were in accordance with the stand-
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Figure 1 (A) The posterior pole of the right eye shows multiple folds and an oedema in the lower part of the macula. (B)
The posterior pole of the left eye shows similar folding, but no oedema. (C) The upper mid periphery of the right eye shows
smaller folds in the mid periphery and no folds towards the periphery. (D) The upper nasal quadrant of the right eye shows
folds nasally to the optic disc, and no folds towards the periphery. Comparison with (C) shows the variation in visibility of
the folds depending on the angle of light as seen in the retina above the optic disc.

ards for clinical EOG and ERG.5 6 Briefly,
EOG was performed with maximal dilated
pupils (2.5% phenylephrine and 0.5% tropicamide) using a method described by Behrens
et al.7 The response was described by the ratio
between the maximum amplitude and the
amplitude before the luminance was increased
(light peak versus baseline). Normal ranges
for baseline and light peak were defined by
calculation of the median values and the 95%
confidence intervals in one eye of 40
probands.
For ERG recording a Nicolet Spirit
(Nicolet, Madison, WI, USA) in combination
with a Nicolet Ganzfeld was used. Recordings
were performed with a Jet contact lens
electrode and with maximal dilated pupils.4

Averaging was not performed. ON and OFF
responses were recorded with a LED stimulator (light emitting diode, Roland Consult,
Brandenburg, Germany) using either red or
green LEDs (3 cd.s/m2) and flashes of long
duration (200 ms) presented on background
illumination. Recordings were done after 10
minutes of light adaptation (10 cd/m2): 128
responses were averaged. The normal ranges
for ERG and ON and OFF responses were
defined by calculation of the median values
and the 95% confidence intervals in one eye of
23 age matched probands.
All examinations were performed in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki after
informed consent was obtained from the
patient.

Figure 2 (A) Fluorescein angiography on the right eye reveals normal filling of retinal vessels. In the late venous phase
dye leakage begins in a spot near the fovea. (B) In the late phase, dye leakage has stained the lower part of the macula.
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Table 1
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ERG amplitudes (µV) (reduced amplitudes are underlined)
Right eye

Parameter
Dark adapted:
Rod:
b
Rod-cone:
a
b
Light adapted:
Single cone:
a
b
Cone flicker:
ON response:
OFF response:

A
5/96

4/97

5/96

4/97

Left eye

Median

Lower limit

1996

1997

1996

1997

445

327

122

0

387

442

464
742

376
600

504
453

415
331

505
744

494
744

103
246
241
35
32

72
200
215
28
20

85
149
99
19
29

100
127
0
12
33

93
271
265
49
42

105
189
200
45
38

DA

LA

30 Hz

a=a-wave, b=b-wave.

Results
CLINICAL EXAMINATION

At the initial examination (May 1996), the
patient complained of hazy vision in the right
eye. She had no complaints in the left eye.
Visual acuity was right eye 6/30 (+5.0 −0.75
axis 52) and left eye 6/9 (+5.75 −0.75 axis
126). Ocular pressure was within the normal
range. The anterior segments were unremarkable. Multiple folds of the internal limiting
membrane were seen at the posterior pole
extending into the mid periphery in both eyes
(Fig 1). The outer periphery appeared normal.
The degree of folding was similar in both eyes.
An additional macular oedema was present in
the right eye and was confirmed on fluorescein
angiography (Fig 2). Vascular leakage was not
present outside of the macula.
Goldmann visual fields showed normal
outer isoptres. A small paracentral scotoma
was present in the right eye. Colour vision testing with the desaturated Panel D15 test
revealed mild (left eye) to severe (right eye)
errors without a typical axis of confusion.
At the follow up examination (April 1997),
the patient complained of further visual loss in
the right eye. Visual acuity in the right eye was
reduced to 6/120. It was unchanged in the left
eye. The ophthalmoscopic findings with respect to the location and severity of the folds
were unchanged in both eyes. A macular
oedema was still present in the right eye. The
patient did not agree to repeat fluorescein
angiography. Goldmann visual fields showed a
slight increase of the paracentral scotomas and
a loss for small targets in the right eye. Visual
fields remained normal in the left eye.
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION

An EOG was recorded once at the time of the
first examination. Baseline values and light
peak were normal in both eyes (baseline: right
Table 2

ERG implicit times (ms) (delayed implicit times are underlined)
Right eye

Left eye

Variable

Median

Upper limit

1996

1997

1996

1997

Single cone
Cone flicker
ON response
OFF response

32.0
29.3
32.0
22.0

34.8
31.5
36.0
24.0

34.0
32.0
38.0
26.0

nd
nm
50.0
42.0

32.0
28.0
33.0
23.0

30.8
28.0
34.0
24.0

nd=not determinable, because no distinct b-wave peak was present.
nm=not measurable owing to missing response.

B
DA

LA

30 Hz

Figure 3 (A) ERG in response to white stimuli of the
right eye of our patient at the initial (5/96) and final
examination (4/97). DA indicates responses at dark
adaptation at low stimulus intensity (rod response, first
row) and maximum stimulus intensity (mixed rod-cone
response, second row). The next row shows the dark adapted
oscillatory potentials. LA indicates single flash responses at
light adaptation (cone response). 30 Hz indicates the cone
flicker response. Vertebral calibration mark indicates 200
µV for DA recordings and 100 µV for LA and flicker
recordings. Horizontal calibration is 20 ms for single flash
recordings and 50 ms for flicker recordings. (B) ERG in
response to white stimuli of the left eye of our patient at the
initial and final examination. The responses of the left eye
at the initial examination are normal. For further
explanation see (A).

eye 0.46 mV, left eye: 0.48 mV; normal
median: 0.47 mV, lower normal range: 0.25
mV; light peak: right eye: 188%, left eye: 214%;
normal median: 186%, lower normal range:
160%).
ERGs were recorded at the first visit and at
the follow up examination. The values for
amplitudes and implicit times are given in
Tables 1 and 2; the recordings are shown in
Figures 3 and 4.
Right eye
At the first examination, recording at dark
adaptation revealed normal a-wave amplitudes
and reduced b-wave amplitudes (Fig 3). At
maximum stimulus intensity, the b-wave amplitude was reduced to 61% of normal median.
The ERG response had the configuration of a
negative ERG (b-wave amplitude smaller than
a-wave amplitude). At light adaptation, the
a-wave amplitude, was in the lower normal
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RE

5/96

4/97

LE

5/96
4/97

Figure 4 ON and OFF responses to red LED stimuli of
200 ms duration of both eyes of our patient at the initial
(5/96) and final examination (4/97). The responses of the
left eye at the initial examination are normal. Vertical axis
indicates 50 µV and horizontal axis calibration of 50 ms.

range. The b-wave amplitude was reduced to
60% of normal median. The b-wave implicit
time was 2 ms longer compared with the left
eye, but it was still within the upper normal
range. The 30 Hz flicker amplitude was
reduced to 40% of normal median and the
implicit time was slightly prolonged. The ON
response amplitude was reduced to 54% and
the OFF response amplitude was normal (Fig
4). The ON and OFF response implicit times
were slightly delayed.
Recording at dark adaptation 1 year later
demonstrated a-wave amplitudes in the lower
normal range. B-wave amplitudes were further
reduced at all stimulus intensities (Fig 3). At
maximum stimulus intensity, the b-wave amplitude was reduced to 45% of normal median.
The ERG response had the configuration of a
negative ERG. At light adaptation, the a-wave
amplitude was normal and the b-wave amplitude was reduced to 50% of normal median.
The configuration of the b-wave showed a
delayed return to baseline; the implicit time
was, therefore, not determinable. The 30 Hz
flicker response was no longer recordable. A
remarkable change had appeared in the ON
and OFF responses (Fig 4). The onset of the
ON and OFF responses was normal; however,
the waveform of both was broader than normal
and the return to baseline was delayed. The
ON response amplitude was further reduced;
the OFF response amplitude remained normal. The implicit times of both ON and OFF
responses were markedly delayed.
Left eye
At the first examination, the ERG recording
revealed normal a- and b-wave amplitudes and
implicit times at all stimulus conditions. The
30 Hz flicker response as well as ON and OFF
responses were normal in amplitude and
timing (Figs 3 and 4). One year later, dark
adapted recordings were unchanged. At light
adaptation, the a-wave amplitude remained
normal. The b-wave amplitude, however, was
subnormal (75% of normal median) and was
about 30% lower compared with the previous
examination. The 30 Hz flicker amplitude was
reduced to a borderline level, but was 25%
lower compared with the previous recording.

ON and OFF responses were slightly reduced
compared with the previous examination, but
the amplitudes were still within the normal
range and the implicit times remained unchanged.
Discussion
The ophthalmoscopic findings in our patient
resemble the findings described previously.1–3
Based on these characteristic features and a
similar age of onset, we diagnosed Müller cell
sheen dystrophy, although an autosomal dominant inheritance could not be demonstrated.
The functional disturbance in the left eye of
our patient was mild despite the marked folds
at the posterior pole. Indeed, she had not noted
any vision problems in the left eye at all. Slowly
progressive functional loss was, however, obvious in the light adapted ERG recordings after 1
year of follow up. Functional loss was, in
contrast, more severe in the right eye. The
most interesting findings were seen in the
ERG; the negative waveform at dark adaptation, the delayed implicit times in light adapted
responses, and the loss of the 30 Hz flicker
response. Based on functional and ophthalmoscopic findings other retinal disorders associated with a negative waveform in the ERG (for
example, congenital stationary night blindness,
X linked retinoschisis, subtypes of retinitis pigmentosa or cone dystrophies, melanoma associated retinopathy, and severe retinal vascular
disorders4 8–14) could be excluded in our
patient. Reduced ERG amplitudes and a negative waveform have been described in other
patients with Müller cell sheen dystrophy.1 3
The normal a-wave amplitudes as well as the
normal EOG in both eyes of our patient
indicate normal function of the photoreceptorpigment epithelium complex. Retinal bipolar
cells and Müller cells are predominantly
involved in the generation of the b-wave of the
clinical ERG.15–20 The reduced b-wave and
flicker amplitudes at both examinations in the
right eye and at the last examination in the left
eye suggest a functional defect either in bipolar
cells or Müller cells. The ON response reflects
activity of the depolarising bipolar cells, and
the OFF response activity of the hyperpolarising bipolar cells.16 At the last follow up
examination in the right eye of our patient, the
onsets of ON and OFF responses were normal.
Both responses showed a broader waveform
with markedly delayed implicit times. This
broader waveform of both responses could be
explained by a delayed uptake of K+ ions in the
Müller cells. A similar delay of implicit time of
ON and OFF responses is in accordance with
normal bipolar cell function in combination
with a Müller cell defect. Therefore, the negative ERG at dark adaptation and the delayed
implicit times at light adaptation in the right
eye of our patient most likely indicate Müller
cell dysfunction. The delayed implicit times of
ON and OFF responses have two interesting
consequences with regard to the waveform of
the light adapted ERG. The b-wave of the single cone response is broader than usual and the
return to baseline is delayed. The complete loss
of the 30 Hz flicker response within 1 year can
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be explained by the increased delay of both ON
and OFF responses. The potentials of both
depolarising and hyperpolarising bipolar cells
and, to a lesser degree, the cone photoreceptor
potentials have been recently demonstrated to
constitute the 30 Hz flicker response.21 The
delayed timing of both bipolar cell potentials
apparently alters the summation for the flicker
response, resulting in the elimination of a
recordable flicker response.
The basement membranes of the Müller
cells form the main part of the internal limiting
membrane.22 23 Histologically, a diVuse thickening and an undulation of the internal
limiting membrane with small inner retinal
schisis cavities have been demonstrated in
Müller cell sheen dystrophy.1 2 We can speculate that the primary defect in this disorder is
within the Müller cells. During the early stage
of the disease, Müller cells may produce a
material which has yet to be characterised in
nature and which accumulates in the internal
limiting membrane. This material deposition
induces thickening of the membrane and its
subsequent folding. At this stage, the membrane properties of the Müller cells show normal function as far as they contribute to the
generation of the b-wave of the ERG. This is
demonstrated in the left eye of our patient at
the first examination. At a later stage, the
increased accumulation of material leads to
disruption of the contact between the internal
limiting membrane and the Müller cells and,
consequently, inner retinal schisis cavities
develop.1 2 The functional result includes the
deterioration of the b-wave amplitude and the
delayed implicit times, as seen in the right eye
of our patient. The widespread increased
retinal vascular permeability in the late stage of
the disease, as observed in some patients,1 2
may be due to secondary damage to retinal
capillaries, which are surrounded by a Müller
cell basement membrane.1 24 It is reasonable to
assume that the most severe folding occurs at
the posterior pole since the internal limiting
membrane is thicker at the posterior pole than
in the periphery.23 25 The onset of clinical signs
at 50 years of age or later may be accounted for
by the normal thickening of the internal limiting membrane with age.23 26
Treatment has not proved to be of benefit for
patients with Müller cell sheen dystrophy. Vitrectomy performed in three eyes did not
improve their visual function.1 We initiated a
treatment with systemic acetazolamide and
local flurbiprofen because this has been proved
to be helpful in some cases of macular oedema
from other causes.4 27 A positive eVect of this
treatment, however, could not be observed in
our patient.
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